Planets D6 / Rokurgan
Rokurgan
Rokurgan is a very odd world where high technology meets ancinet culture. The world is a fairly hot and
moist world with a
rich heritage. The planet has two inahbitants, Humans, and Agana. The humans are divded into large
clans, and families
within their clans. An emporer rules over all the clans as well as being the ehad of his own clan. For
many years the
lion Clan held the throne, but their monoply was broken through political manuverings. The Imperial Court
of Rokurgan is
filled with intrigue, assassinations, spying and so forth. Rokurgan is a world where ancient samurai still
live, and
follow their strict codes of honour. The clans often squablle or even full out war with one another, as well
as the humans
cosntantly being at conflcit with the serpentine Agana. Rokurgan had a conlfict with it's neighboring
systems during the
time of the Old republic, and jedi were sent to negotiate. after that, Rokurgan was elft largely alone, with
only minor
and strictly regulated traing coming in and out of the planet. Rokurgan ahs sparse high technology while
maintaining it's
cultural dientity even down to it's archetecture, with slight modifcations. one of the most well knwon
families of
Rokurgan is the Iuchi fmaily in the Unicorn clan. They are beleived to have jedi blood running throguh
them. Their style
of martial arts is considered superiror to any other on planet, and they are also well knwon for a mastery
of weapon
forging techniques. Iuchiban blades are very strong and ell crafetd weapons. There are four Iuchiban
swords form ancient
times that legend says hold great power. These were lost during a time of rgeat chaos though. Veryf ew
otusiders are ever
elt on Rokurgan and even fewer natives of Rokrugan ever leave aside form those who pilot starships to
trading posts out
in the galaxy.
Type: Terrestrial
Location: Mid Rim
Temperature: Hot
Atmosphere: Type I (breathable)
Hydrosphere: Moist
Gravity: Standard

Terrain: Forests, mountains, plains
Length of Day: 25 standard hours
Length of Year: 324 local days
Sapient Species: Humans, Agana
Starport: Standard
Population: 1.93 billion
Planet Function: Self-Contained Society
Government: Emperor/Clan System
Tech Level: Space
Major Exports: Melee Weapons
Major Imports: High Tech
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